News media coverage of smoking and health is associated with changes in population rates of smoking cessation but not initiation
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Abstract

Objective—To determine whether changes in news media coverage of smoking and health issues are associated with changes in smoking behaviour in the USA.

Design and main outcome measures—Issue importance in the US news media is assessed by the number of articles published annually in major magazines indexed in The Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature. Annual incidence rates for cessation and initiation in the USA were computed from the large, representative National Health Interview Surveys (1965–1992). Patterns in cessation incidence were considered for ages 20–34 years and 35–50 years. Initiation incidence was examined for adolescents (14–17 years) and young adults (18–21 years) of both sexes.

Results—From 1950 to the early 1980s, the annual incidence of cessation in the USA mirrored the pattern of news media coverage of smoking and health, particularly for middle aged smokers. Cessation rates in younger adults increased considerably when secondhand smoke concerns started to increase in the US population. Incidence of initiation in young adults did not start to decline until the beginning of the public health campaign against smoking in the 1960s. Among adolescents, incidence rates did not start to decline until the 1970s, after the broadcast ban on cigarette advertising.

Conclusions—The level of coverage of smoking and health in the news media may play an important role in determining the rate of population smoking cessation, but not initiation. In countries where cessation has lagged, advocates should work to increase the newsworthiness of smoking and health issues.

(Tobacco Control 2001;10:145–153)
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Mass media can influence population smoking either through tobacco industry advertising that promotes the behaviour, or through public health anti-tobacco messages that discourage it. This suggests that coverage of smoking issues in regular media news stories may also be associated with changes in population smoking behaviour. The relative coverage of issues in the news media and public perceptions of the importance of these issues generally correspond closely.

News media coverage of health issues is generated by events, such as news conferences organised by medical journals, the government or voluntary health advocacy agencies. Such conferences are typically arranged to feature new scientific findings, as well as new public policy initiatives. However, the slant such events receive in the news media may depend in part on how the major advocacy groups rally around the issue. For example, in the context of smoking and health, population smoking behaviour might be less responsive to new evidence of harm if the news coverage suggested that the evidence was controversial among the relevant experts than if the coverage suggested consensus.

In the past, advocacy groups from the public health and medical fields in the USA have not always been in complete consensus on issues related to smoking and health. Following publication of the early evidence that smoking harms health, the US tobacco industry (the opposing advocacy group) initiated extensive public relations damage control efforts to protect its interests. Below, we briefly review the activities of the various US advocacy groups related to the smoking and health events beginning in 1950 through the early 1980s. More complete histories of these events are published elsewhere.

Dissemination of early findings and consensus about smoking and health

Although concerns about increasing lung cancer rates were published in the scientific literature in the late 1930s, the first solid evidence that smoking was a primary cause of lung cancer was published in 1950. Throughout the 1950s, new evidence that smoking caused lung cancer and other health problems continued to accumulate. Studies reported on the induction of cancer by cigarette components in animal models, the results from large prospective cohort studies, and histopathological findings in humans. Also, many researchers replicated the associations suggested in earlier work.

The tobacco industry was quick to respond to this evidence. In January 1954, just before the reports on the cohort studies were to be released, the industry followed the advice of their public relations firm and published a full page advertisement in 448 newspapers across the country announcing the establishment of...
the Tobacco Industry Research Committee (TIRC), with a research budget to “thoroughly investigate the issue of whether smoking caused cancer.”33 Key to this damage control strategy was the recruitment of a recognised medical scientist, Clarence “Pete” Little, who had considerable credibility in the cancer field.37 Despite the fact that very little TIRC funded research addressed the core smoking and health issues, for many years Little and the TIRC were very effective in obtaining widespread media coverage for a dissenting view of the scientific, peer reviewed evidence that smoking caused cancer and other health problems.

The public health community first presented a consensus statement on the issue of the causal association of smoking to adverse health in 1957, following a thorough review of the evidence by a committee representing the major US public health agencies (the National Cancer Institute, the National Heart Institute, and the American Cancer Society) and led by the US surgeon general.38 Similar public health consensus reviews were undertaken at the same time in many western countries over the next few years.30–32 However, two leading statisticians of the time, J Berkson and RA Fisher, published papers questioning the causal conclusion, maintaining that alternate interpretations could not be ruled out, given the study designs used.33–35 Following another review of the evidence, the surgeon general took the unusual step of publishing a special statement reaffirming causality in the Journal of the American Medical Association.36

Meanwhile, the lack of consensus in the US medical community, in contrast to the public health community, was apparent from the action of the New England Journal of Medicine, which, in 1961, solicited articles from the leading scientific advocate for the public health viewpoint, Ernst Wynder, and from Little of the TIRC.37 38 The accompanying editorial advised the medical audience that they should weigh the evidence for each side and make up their own minds about which to believe.39 This equivocation was not evident in the medical community in the UK; the Royal College of Physicians began its own review of the scientific evidence in the late 1950s36 and presented a very influential report concluding a causal association in 1962.40 This evidence of a medical consensus in the UK was sufficient to ensure that a presidential inquiry was initiated in the USA.17 21 The resulting 1964 surgeon general’s report was widely recognised as the definitive review of the data and the beginning of the public health agencies’ campaign against smoking in the USA.41 The controversy and the events leading up to the 1964 surgeon general’s report are documented in a report prepared by the American Cancer Society.31

In summary, from 1954 to 1963, the tobacco industry vigorously countered each new piece of scientific evidence linking smoking to health, and the medical community lagged behind the public health community in its acceptance of the evidence, leading to what could be perceived by the public as a lack of consensus.

Synopsis of important public health policy interventions

In 1965, after considerable debate, Congress passed the federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act that required a health warning on all cigarette packages. In 1967, innovative legal action by a public health advocate led to a ruling that the “Fairness Doctrine”, which allowed free air time to state opposing views on matters of public controversy, was applicable to cigarette advertising. As a result, any television or radio station broadcasting a cigarette commercial was required to donate air time for anti-smoking public service announcements; this resulted in the first public health anti-smoking advertising campaign. This campaign was associated with a downturn in US per capita cigarette consumption.42 In 1971, with the acquiescence of the tobacco industry, Congress banned all broadcast media cigarette advertising, and this action also terminated the anti-smoking public service announcements.

In 1965, a special government agency, a national clearing house for smoking and health, was created, and it established a tradition of regular surgeon general’s reports for updating the evidence concerning smoking and health. The release of these reports presented a regular newsworthy event for the public health authorities. The 1972 surgeon general’s report introduced the concept that cigarette smoke could also harm the health of non-smokers.43 Consequently, in 1973, non-smoking sections were required on all domestic commercial airline flights, and the first state law restricting smoking in public places was enacted.44 In the 1980s, local ordinances restricting smoking in public places became widespread.13 44

While the 1964 surgeon general’s report brought consensus to the medical and public health communities that smoking was harmful to health, there was not always agreement concerning appropriate approaches to improve public health. In particular, the extreme difficulty many smokers experienced in quitting led to suggestions that cigarettes could be made less harmful. Results from a study published in 1976 suggested that low tar, low nicotine cigarettes (achieved by the tobacco industry at that time by use of a filter) might ameliorate cancer risk,45 and another study published in 1979 suggested smokers using filtered cigarettes over many years might have reduced risk.46 With strong tobacco industry support, the issue of a “safe” cigarette became a media event in 1978, capturing the front cover of Newsweek. This event followed the publication in major scientific journals by a senior figure at the National Cancer Institute of an assertion that a “safe” cigarette was possible.47 48 Media coverage of this issue was short lived; the Secretary of Health and Human Services acted swiftly to remove the health official from his leadership position.37 However, the power of this message for smokers was evident from the striking increase in sales of
brands of cigarettes promoted as “low tar”. The market share for brands yielding 15 mg or less tar went from 8.9% in 1974 to 44.8% in 1980.

In this historical research study, we looked for evidence linking smoking behaviour to levels of news media coverage. We hypothesised that the number of smokers who successfully quit in any given year would be related to the prominence of smoking and health issues in the news media during that year. Further, from communications research, we expected that the strength of the association would be ameliorated during periods when there was lack of consensus among the important health advocacy groups (for example, between 1954 and 1963, over the causality issue and between 1978 and 1980, surrounding the “safe” cigarette controversy). It would also be expected that smoking behaviour would change as the public increasingly came to accept that smoking harmed the health of smokers and non-smokers. We also anticipated that news media coverage would have less impact on smoking initiation among young people, who generally pay less attention to news media than adults.

Methods

DATA SOURCE FOR MEDIA COVERAGE OF SMOKING AND HEALTH

Following the approach of Funkhauser, we used The Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature to estimate the level of media attention given to issues related to smoking and health. The Reader’s Guide catalogues the titles of all magazine articles appearing in the top 125 or so magazines published in the USA each year. Selection of the magazines indexed is undertaken every few years by voting lists supervised by a committee of the American Library Association. The criteria are that The Reader’s Guide “will index periodicals of broad, general and popular character . . .to provide a well-balanced selection of US popular non-technical magazines.”

We counted the number of articles listed under relevant tobacco related headings in The Reader’s Guide between 1950 and 1990. Articles were listed under the general topic headings of cigarettes, smoking, and tobacco. In some years there were separate headings for cigarette filters, cigarette holders, cigarette industry, cigarette paper, and cigarette smoke, and when these headings were present, appropriate articles under them were counted as well. Articles dealing with tobacco industry business or marketing practices were excluded unless they mentioned health related issues. The tabulation of the health related articles was completed in 1991 (for the purpose of correlating numbers of articles with important tobacco related events); the development of the incidence measures for cessation and initiation did not begin until several years later. To place the numbers of articles indexed in context, we read all the identified articles from 1950 through 1962, and, thereafter, any articles where the title was unrevealing, and all the articles appearing in Newsweek, The Reader’s Digest, and The Saturday Evening Post. We chose these magazines because they were general interest publications, they had high circulation, and they contained greater coverage of smoking and health issues over the years than other publications.

DATA SOURCE FOR POPULATION BELIEFS REGARDING SMOKING AND HEALTH

We reproduced data presented in the 1989 surgeon general’s report describing survey results on public opinion that “cigarette smoking causes lung cancer” (chapter 4, table 8) and that “smoking is hazardous to nonsmokers health” (chapter 4, table 13). These data were from multiple population surveys conducted by Gallup (1954, 1957, 1958, 1969, 1971, 1977, 1978, 1981, 1987), the National Health Interview Surveys (NHIS) (1985), the Adult Use of Tobacco Surveys (1964, 1966, 1986), and Roper (1974, 1976, 1978). The survey questions and methodology are described in the 1989 surgeon general’s report. Where data were not available for 1983, but were available for a year shortly thereafter, we used linear interpolation to estimate a value for 1983.

DATA SOURCES FOR INCIDENCE OF SMOKING INITIATION AND CESSION

Incidence of smoking initiation

We have previously reported in detail the methodology we use to assess the annual incidence of initiation in young people. Briefly, we use self-reported weighted data from the NHIS (1970, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1987 and 1988) which asked smokers, “How old were you when you started smoking fairly regularly?” In this analysis, we included smokers who were between 20 and 50 years of age when interviewed. Data on individuals younger than 20 years were omitted to avoid interpretive issues related to completion of the smoking uptake process. An upper age limit of 50 years was used to avoid any bias that might be introduced by differential mortality experienced by smokers compared to non-smokers. Overall, this analysis considered 102 626 respondents.

We determined the age of each respondent in two year intervals from 1950-51 through 1982-83. For the computation of the incidence rate, the sum of the weights for all persons eligible to initiate in each interval was the denominator, and the numerator was the sum of the weights for all persons whose reported age of starting fairly regular smoking fell within the interval. Incidence rates were computed for males and females in two age groups (14–17 years and 18–21 years).

Incidence of smoking cessation

used abstinence for at least three months as an indicator of successful quitting. The number of smokers and former smokers in this analysis was 140,199.

To establish the denominator for the cessation incidence rate, we needed to know the age when these smokers initiated regular smoking, and thus were eligible to quit. For survey years or for respondents in which these data were unavailable, we imputed 19 years as the age of initiation of regular smoking, following previous research. From the respondents’ reported year of birth, we determined the year each started smoking. From the survey year and the times former smokers reported in response to the question, “About how long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes regularly?”, we estimated the approximate year when each quit. If an individual was smoking in a given year, the survey weight was added to the total for all smokers eligible to quit that year. If the ever smoker quit that year, the survey weight was also added to the total for quitters in that year. The incidence of quitting was then computed as the sum of weights for those who quit that year divided by the sum of weights for those eligible to quit. Respondents were not used for years after the year in which they were surveyed.

For both incidence rates (initiation and cessation), we computed 95% confidence intervals. Since the NHIS are not simple random samples, it is necessary to determine the inflation in variance needed to account for the complex sampling design (design effect). For several surveys, we estimated this design effect by computing incidence rates, using the Taylor series approximation method in the SUDAAN programme that was specifically designed to account for the sampling structure and survey weights in the NHIS. These analyses indicated that a design effect of approximately 1.4 was required, and we inflated the variance estimates by this factor when computing the 95% confidence intervals.

Results

MAGAZINE ARTICLES AND POPULATION HEALTH BELIEFS

The number of articles on smoking and health each year in magazines indexed by The Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature presented in fig 1. Below we comment on the changes in the numbers of articles in the context of the smoking and health issues receiving media attention.

In the first few years of the 1950s, there were less than 20 magazine articles on smoking and health each year, with many addressing the findings of the early case–control studies. The highest coverage in the 1950s occurred in 1954 with 37 articles, many of which focused on the cohort studies and/or the animal study, in which cigarette tar induced cancer. Starting in 1954, articles were generally accompanied by a highlighted sidebar response from the TIRC, often authored by Little, indicating that more research was required to establish that smoking harmed health.

There was another spike in media coverage in 1957, coincident with the public health consensus publication concluding that smoking caused cancer. Many of the articles included a sidebar for the TIRC response. However, the follow up public health consensus statement of the surgeon general in 1959 received little media attention. The next increase in media attention occurred in 1962, when the Royal College of Physicians’s report was released. However, the TIRC response, if present at all, was not highlighted in these articles. The highest peak in magazine coverage over the entire period from 1950 to 1983 was 75 articles, which occurred surrounding the release of the 1964 surgeon general’s report. From 1967 to 1970, many of the more than 30 magazine articles each year concerned the impending regulation of the tobacco industry. In 1967 and 1968, articles about the warning labels on packages were common. In 1969, the anti-smoking messages of the “Fairness Doctrine” were highlighted; in 1970, the proposed ban of tobacco advertising in the broadcast media was featured.

The number of articles indexed each year was lower from 1971 to 1977, with topics typically covering newly discovered health consequences of smoking, including harmful effects to the fetus and to women taking birth control pills, as well as the harm to non-smokers from secondhand smoke. Again, there were 30 or more magazine articles in 1978 to 1980, many of which covered the potential for development of a “safe” cigarette. There were also a number of articles in 1979 and 1980 that covered the surgeon general’s report focusing on the health risks of smoking to women.

Figure 1 also shows the trends for population beliefs about the association between smoking and lung cancer and about the harmfulness of smoking to non-smokers. Less than half of the population believed that smoking caused lung cancer in the 1950s, but this perception increased slowly to just over 60% when the 1964 surgeon general’s report was released. It rose to approximately 70% during the “Fairness Doctrine” anti-smoking advertising campaign, and it remained fairly stable until the late 1970s, when it again increased greatly to over 90% by the early 1980s. The percentage of the population believing that smoking is hazardous to...
non-smokers’ health was below 50% in 1974, when this belief was first monitored, but it approached 70% by the early 1980s.

INCIDENCE OF SUCCESSFUL SMOKING CESSATION
In previous analyses, we noted that the pattern of incidence of successful smoking cessation differed notably by age but not much by sex. Accordingly, we present the incidence data separately for middle aged adults (35–50 years) and young adults (20–34 years) in fig 2.

Among the middle aged, the incidence of successful cessation was less than 0.5% per year before 1955 (except for 1950), but it increased approximately fivefold to 2.5% by 1983. The annual incidence rate appears to track closely the trend in the annual number of news media articles. We computed the successful cessation rates before 1950, and these were near zero (not shown). There was a spike in successful quitting in 1950, the year the first evidence on smoking and lung cancer was made public, and another spike in 1955, the year after over 37 articles on smoking appeared in 1954.

While the 1957 public health consensus review was well covered in the media, it was not associated with an increase in successful cessation. Rather, cessation in the middle aged increased gradually to a peak of over 2.5% per year in 1964, when the surgeon general’s report was released. Cessation declined rapidly with declining media coverage in 1965 and 1966, but it increased quickly again between 1967 and 1969, coincident with the increased media coverage, as well as the first anti-smoking television commercials. The removal of all radio and television tobacco advertising and counter advertising as of January 1971 was associated with a rapid decrease in the incidence of cessation to less than 1% per year in 1971 and 1972. Cessation rates in 1975 through 1977 were higher than would be expected from the way they had tracked previous media coverage, which may reflect the salience of the message that smoking harms the health of non-smokers. A decline in cessation was noted in the years from 1978 to 1981, the years of the “safe” cigarette controversy.

Successful cessation in young adults also had an underlying upward trend across the study period, and by 1983, the incidence of cessation (nearly 3% per year) was slightly higher than for middle aged adults. As with middle aged adults, the incidence of successful cessation generally followed the level of media attention, although the effect was more muted, especially from 1950 through 1967. Indeed, the cessation rate in 1964 was only half that observed for middle aged adults. However, coincident with the first anti-smoking television advertising campaign, cessation rates in younger smokers increased more notably. The decline in successful cessation following the termination of this programme was less pronounced than the decline observed in middle aged smokers. As with the middle aged, successful cessation increased rapidly as the population adopted the belief in the harm of smoking to non-smokers. Younger adults also showed a decline in cessation in 1979 and 1980.

INCIDENCE OF SMOKING INITIATION
Our earlier analyses of these data showed that persons aged 14–21 years had the highest incidence of initiation over the study period; within this age range, the pattern differed greatly by sex and age. Thus, incidence of initiation is presented for two age groups (14–17 years and 18–21 years) for each sex in fig 3.

Throughout the 1950s, the incidence of smoking initiation in 18–21 year old young men was very high (12–14% per year), and there were no abrupt changes to indicate that the rate was affected by media coverage of issues related to smoking and health. However, initiation started to decline in 1968-69, coincident with the first anti-smoking television commercials, and it declined fairly consistently thereafter. By 1982-83, initiation was about 5% per year.

Throughout the 1950s, incidence of initiation in 14–17 year old boys was approximately one third lower (around 9% per year) than for 18–21 year old young men. Incidence of initiation in the younger age group appeared to be largely unaffected by any event from 1950 through the early 1970s, after which it began to decline. By 1982-83, incidence of initiation appeared slightly higher than that for young men at just over 6% per year.

The incidence of smoking initiation in 18–21 year old young women was approximately 8%
The incidence of successful smoking cessation followed a pattern remarkably similar to the level of media coverage, particularly among middle aged smokers. This relation was absent during periods of controversy among the various advocacy groups. Cessation increased as the population adopted the belief that smoking harms the health of non-smokers. Finally, the incidence of smoking initiation in young people did not appear to change in response to media coverage.

The pattern of successful quitting among young adult smokers also followed the oscillating trend of the news media coverage; however, these fluctuations were considerably damped compared to those in the middle aged smokers. Further, for the years from 1950 to 1967, quit rates were approximately half those of the middle aged smokers. This situation changed in the period from 1967 to 1983, so that the cessation rate was higher in younger smokers than in the middle aged by 1983. The beginning of the reversal in cessation level was coincident with the first anti-smoking campaign using the broadcast media. Perhaps younger smokers were greater consumers of these media than of the print media, so the lower rates during the period before 1967 could be explained by less exposure to the message that smoking harms health. However, the earlier period was mostly before there was a clear consensus that smoking harmed health. It is possible that middle-aged smokers were more responsive to the scientific data, since they were closer in age to when the health consequences of smoking were likely to occur.

During the 1970s, the average state and federal excise tax on cigarettes ranged from $0.19 to $0.20 per pack, and the average real price of cigarettes did not increase between 1972 and 1981. Thus, it was unlikely that higher cigarette price induced increased quitting during this period. Perhaps the rise in the belief in the population that secondhand smoke was harmful encouraged quitting. The message that “your smoking harms others” has since been shown to be a strong motivator for smokers to quit.

Also, during this period, restrictions on smoking in public places, including the workplace, began to be adopted, and such restrictions have since been shown to reduce smoking.

The decreased media attention to a smoking related issue after it was no longer newsworthy may itself account for the abrupt declines in cessation incidence following pronounced peaks that tracked the media coverage. However, smokers ready to quit may have accelerated their quit, possibly in response to intense news media attention to a health issue, leaving behind a less motivated group. A few years may then have had to pass before this group of less motivated smokers became receptive to quitting, resulting in lower quit rates immediately after the peak levels.

As we previously described, there were two periods during which there was not consensus in the public health and medical communities. The first period was about the scientific

**Discussion**

Year to year variations in media coverage of smoking and health issues appeared quite sensitive to new developments in scientific knowledge and public policy related to smoking, with high rates of coverage in years with such events and low rates of coverage in intervening years.
The long and consistent decline in US per-smoking cessation in both younger and middle-marked the beginning of a period of increased related to the advertising ban. Yet, we cannot consistent with the decline in initiation being several years, so a lag before a reduction in However, the uptake process continues over several years, leading to a reduction in consumption. This also occurred during the “safe” cigarette controversy; in fact, while media coverage increased, cessation rates actually declined. Sales of cigarette brands labelled as lower in tar and nicotine increased greatly, suggesting that a number of smokers switched to these “safe” brands instead of quitting.

Dissemination of the scientific evidence linking smoking to adverse health had no discernable effect on the incidence of initiation of smoking during the 1950s. With the beginning of the public health campaign in the 1960s, young adults began to show declines in smoking initiation. Adolescents did not show declines in initiation until the 1970s. There are two reasonable explanations for the lack of effect on adolescents: (1) adolescents were not exposed to the message that smoking effects health, or (2) if exposed, they were not as receptive to the message. Most of the magazine articles we reviewed appeared in magazines with primarily adult audiences; nonetheless, it is possible that adolescents might have been exposed to messages in media not covered by The Reader’s Guide: and simply paid little attention. Messages about the health consequences of smoking have not been shown to be salient to adolescents.

The incidence of smoking initiation in adolescents only started to decline a few years after the broadcast ban on cigarette advertising. Previous research has shown that adolescents are receptive to tobacco industry advertising and promotions, and that such receptivity is associated with adolescents beginning the process of becoming a smoker. However, the uptake process continues over several years, so a lag before a reduction in initiation of regular smoking is seen as still consistent with the decline in initiation being related to the advertising ban. Yet, we cannot rule out other explanations. The year 1974 marked the beginning of a period of increased smoking cessation in both younger and middle-aged adult smokers, and it was also the start of the long and consistent decline in US per capita sales of cigarettes. These trends suggest that there was an important change in the social milieu relating to smoking in the USA, and this development could also have led to reduced adolescent smoking initiation.

There are a number of limitations to these data. We reconstructed the incidence of successful cessation using former smokers’ recall of when they quit, possibly years earlier for many. There is considerable evidence that recall of events for surveys can be erroneous. Given this, it is surprising that the fluctuations in the estimated quit rates matched the oscillations in media coverage so closely. Quitting may be a momentous enough event that smokers have easily accessible memories of when they succeeded. Indeed, the only time early on when there was a lack of correspondence between the two measures was in 1954 and 1955, when quitting spiked one year later than the considerable media coverage of the first reports of the cohort studies. However, the media coverage did not commence until mid 1954. While the use of The Reader’s Guide to Peri periodical Literature is an accepted method for establishing the media attention to an issue, and it may not correspond exactly to the level of coverage of smoking and health issues in other news media, such as radio, television, and newspapers. In fact, the level of coverage in some magazines may be considerably less than in other media; previous research indicates that magazines that accept cigarette advertising have lower coverage of smoking and health issues than other magazines and other news media.

**What is already known on this subject**

Very little is known about the role that the news media play in influencing health related behaviour. However, universities, journals and a number of investigators go to considerable length to ensure that their research publications are covered in the news media.

**What this paper adds**

This study is the first to look systematically at the coverage of smoking in the print media and correlate it with the incidence of population smoking behaviour. Coverage in the print media was correlated with adult quitting behaviour but not adolescent initiation behaviour reflecting the age of consumers of print media. This study suggests that a high emphasis should be given to the role of news media in encouraging adults to change their behaviour for health reasons.

**IMPLICATIONS**

Our results indicate that news media coverage can be an important factor in changing population smoking behaviour and have broad implications for tobacco control programmes in the USA and abroad. Tobacco control advocates should give high priority to promoting newsworthy tobacco related events to journalists. In countries with high smoking rates, such as those in southern and eastern Europe, the scientific evidence concerning the health consequences of smoking may not have received wide coverage or have been well presented in the local media. International tobacco control and health advocates or such
advocates within countries with high smoking prevalence should work diligently to increase the level of media attention devoted to issues related to smoking and health.

Preparation of this article was supported by the Cancer Prevention Research Unit, Grant CA 72092, funded by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland.
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